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Behavioural acceptance of alfalfa and clover by F2
For a given trial, four winged forms (alates17) of one F2 genotype were placed onto a small
enclosure containing one potted alfalfa or clover plant. Alates were all in their peak
migratory period17. After 70 h, the percentage of alates in the enclosure that were on the
host with offspring was used as the measure of host acceptance (AccA or AccC, for alfalfa
and clover, respectively; all values were arcsine square-root transformed).
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QTL mapping
Mapping analyses were performed on the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs, Proc
Mixed, SAS28) for each trait from the replicated trials: 9-day fecundity on each host (FecA,
FecC), and behavioural acceptance of each host (AccA, AccC). We used composite interval
mapping in QTL Cartographer29 software, choosing markers as covariates for the analysis
by stepwise regression. QTL for each character were placed on the linkage map if they were
signi®cant experimentwise at P , 0:05 by permutation test30. A few putative QTL with
lower signi®cance levels (0:08 , P , 0:12) are also plotted (clearly marked on the ®gures
by asterisks).
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Nonlinear wave propagation is ubiquitous in nature, appearing in
chemical reaction kinetics1, cardiac tissue dynamics1,2, cortical
spreading depression3 and slow wave sleep4. The application of
dynamical modelling has provided valuable insights into the
mechanisms underlying such nonlinear wave phenomena in
several domains1,2,5,6. Wave propagation can also be perceived as
sweeping waves of visibility that occur when the two eyes view
radically different stimuli. Termed binocular rivalry, these ¯uctuating states of perceptual dominance and suppression are
thought to provide a window into the neural dynamics that
underlie conscious visual awareness7,8. Here we introduce a
technique to measure the speed of rivalry dominance waves
propagating around a large, essentially one-dimensional annulus.
When mapped onto visual cortex, propagation speed is independent of eccentricity. Propagation speed doubles when waves travel
along continuous contours, thus demonstrating effects of collinear facilitation. A neural model with reciprocal inhibition
between two layers of units provides a quantitative explanation
of dominance wave propagation in terms of disinhibition.
Dominance waves provide a new tool for investigating fundamental cortical dynamics.
On ®rst experiencing binocular rivalry, people often comment
not only on the remarkable disappearance of one monocular
stimulus for several seconds at a time, but also on the highly ordered
transitions in dominance as one stimulus sweeps the other out of
conscious awareness. These dominance waves are particularly
prominent with larger rival patterns subtending many degrees of
visual angle9. To study these dominance waves we simpli®ed pattern
geometry by using annular stimuli, thereby restricting wave propagation effectively to the one dimension around the annulus. Readers
capable of free-fusion may experience salient traveling waves using
the rival patterns in Fig. 1a or the anaglyphs on the website (see Fig. 1
legend).
To measure the dynamics of wave propagation, we devised a
technique allowing us to control the location at which dominance
waves originate and, subsequently, to estimate travelling speed
around the annulus. Our technique capitalizes on the fact that an
abrupt contrast increment in a suppressed pattern reliably triggers
its immediate dominance10,11. The observer depressed and held the
spacebar of a keyboard when the low-contrast radial grating was
completely suppressed by the high-contrast spiral. This action
triggered a brief contrast increment in the suppressed pattern at
one of eight points (cardinal axes and diagonals). The spacebar was
released only when the suppressed pattern became dominant at a
monitored location, marked by nonius lines (see Methods). Data
were consistent across all observers and demonstrated a linear
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increase in propagation time with distance around the annulus (Fig.
1b). At the greatest distance around the annulus, two observers
showed a ¯attening of their radial data, which is attributable to
spontaneous reappearance of the suppressed pattern before arrival
of the triggered dominance wave. For each observer propagation
times, Tp(x), were therefore ®t with an equation incorporating
constant-speed wave propagation (v) along with the gamma probability, P(t), of spontaneous release from suppression at the target
site before wave arrival:


 x=v
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where x is the travel distance and T0 is a constant response latency
evident in the zero-distance data. The second and third terms
in the equation are: (wave arrival time, x/v) ´ (probability of no
prior spontaneous reappearance) + (expected time of spontaneous
reappearance) ´ (probability of prior spontaneous reappearance).
Least-mean-squares ®tting of v and P(t) parameters to the radial
data revealed an average propagation speed across observers of
3.65 6 0.54 degrees s-1.
Recurrent excitatory connections in primate visual cortex preferentially interconnect cells with similar preferred orientations and
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Figure 1 Rivalry stimuli and data of propagation times for dominance waves. a, In all
experiments one eye viewed the high-contrast spiral grating (middle), while the other eye
viewed either the lower-contrast radial (left) or concentric grating (right). Viewers can
experience dominance wave propagation by free-fusing the bull's-eyes. (Anaglypic
versions of these stimuli and demonstrations of triggering are available at http://
www.psy.vanderbilt.edu/faculty/blake/rivalry/waves.html.) Typically, when the radial
grating is pitted in rivalry against the spiral, one small portion of radial grating achieves
local dominance, and this propagates around the annulus. b, Propagation times for four
observers (H.R.W., top left; R.B., top right; S.L., bottom left; K.S., bottom right) as a
function of distance in degrees of visual angle around the annulus. Propagation times
were signi®cantly longer for the radial grating (®lled circles) than for the concentric grating
(open circles), and times for the spiral grating (open triangles) were intermediate. Lines
are the best ®ts of equation (1), and standard errors are indicated.
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receptive ®elds that are roughly collinear12,13. Both psychophysical14
and transcranial magnetic stimulation15 studies provide supporting
evidence for collinear facilitation in humans. Therefore, we repeated
our measurements using a low-contrast concentric target in place of
the radial target. The same spiral pattern was again used, as it had
the same local orientation difference (458) from both radial and
concentric contours. All observers again showed a linear increase in
propagation time with distance, but the slopes were much shallower, signifying a greater propagation speed (Fig. 1b). Collinearity
of the suppressed target contours increased speed approximately
twofold in three observers and even more in the fourth, averaging
9.60 6 4.76 degrees s-1. This increase in speed is consistent with
previous evidence for facilitation between collinear gratings during
the dominance phase of rivalry16.
We investigated three additional aspects of dominance wave
propagation. First, a low-contrast, spiral target pattern was used
with a pitch angle orthogonal to the high-contrast spiral mask. This
manipulation produced a speed of 5.8 degrees s-1, intermediate
between radial and concentric patterns (Fig. 1b, bottom left).
Second, we tested whether dominance waves could propagate
across a gap in the suppressed stimulus. Accordingly, a permanent
gap (0.928 wide) in visual angle (three grating cycles) was introduced into the radial annulus at a point that was 67.58 distant from
the marked arrival point. Dominance waves that were triggered
67.58 beyond the gap (that is, 1358 from the arrival point) were
blocked by the gap for both of the observers tested, and propagation
times rose from 1.60 6 0.055 s (S.L.) or 1.55 6 0.056 s (R.B.) without the gap, to 2.71 6 0.17 s (S.L.) or 2.28 6 0.10 s (R.B.) in the
presence of the gap. Both of these differences were highly signi®cant (t126 . 45.0; P , 10-6 for each subject), and the increased
times correlate with the longer pathway (by 67%) in the opposite
direction around the annulus when the shorter pathway is blocked
by the gap. Very small gaps, however, can be traversed by
dominance waves: a gap width of only 0.318 (one radial grating
cycle) yielded equivalent propagation times for gap and no-gap
conditions. Third, we determined whether eye movements would
disrupt wave propagation. At the moment of wave initiation,
observers shifted ®xation from the central region (bull's-eye) of
the target to the marked arrival point itself. Arrival times were
now independent of distance around the annulus, implying that
eye movements effectively abolished retinotopically-based wave
propagation.
To learn how wave speed varies with eccentricity, we scaled our
entire stimulus so that the mean annular radius doubled from 1.8 to
3.68, spatial frequency being halved to compensate for reduced
resolution at the greater eccentricity. Complete data using the radial
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Figure 2 Dependence of propagation times on cortical distance. a, Best-®tting complex,
logarithmic approximation (dashed lines) to a ¯attened retinotopic map of human V1
reported previously17. Thick lines plot the mapping of half annuli with radii of 1.8 and 3.68.
Distance around the annulus was converted into centimetres across cortex using the
formulae: 1.08 = 0.6 cm (1.88 radius); 1.08 = 0.3 cm (3.68 radius). b, Radial pattern data
for two subjects and two eccentricities indicate that propagation times are roughly
constant in cortical coordinates. The best ®t of equation (1) (thick line) produced an
estimate of cortical speed of 2.24 cm s-1.
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pattern were gathered on two observers under these conditions. For
both of the observers, speed derived from equation (1) increased
substantially: to 8.29 degrees s-1 for H.R.W.; 6.36 degrees s-1 for S.L.
Using the hypothesis that dominance waves might be propagating
across primary visual cortex (V1), we converted all data into a graph
of propagation time versus cortical distance (in centimetres) (Fig. 2)
on the basis of a detailed surface map of human V1 (ref. 17) (Fig. 2a).
Data plotted in cortical coordinates collapse to approximate a single
function corresponding to a mean propagation speed of 2.24 cm s-1
across V1.
As these experiments used an arrival point on the vertical
meridian, measured times would not have involved propagation
across the corpus callosum. To determine whether inter-hemispheric transfer might slow wave propagation, we shifted the arrival
point to one of the lower diagonals (Fig. 1a, point 1), and triggered
waves at one of two equidistant points 1258 around the annulus
(Fig. 1a, points 2 and 3). (The mirror re¯ection of this con®guration
produced identical results.) Thus, the shortest path of waves from
point 2 to point 1 remained within a hemisphere, whereas waves
initiated at point 3 had to traverse the corpus callosum before
arriving at point 1. Repeated, randomly interleaved measurements
of the propagation times along these two paths revealed that
propagation along the intra-hemispheric path was indeed faster
(1.66 6 0.64 s) than propagation along the path requiring callosal
transfer (1.84 6 0.58 s), and this difference was statistically signi®cant (t254 = 2.24; P , 0.02). Propagation of dominance waves across
the corpus callosum thus entails a small time penalty averaging
173 ms, presumably re¯ecting both callosal transit and time to rekindle a wave in the opposite hemisphere.
The simple cortical network model shown in Fig. 3a can explain
dominance wave propagation. Two layers of cortical neurons, one
sensitive to the spiral pattern (S) and the other to the target pattern
(T), comprise the model. Through interneurons (IS and IT) each
neuron in each layer inhibits a range of neurons in the opposing
layer. The spatial range of inhibition extended to adjacent ocular
dominance columns on the basis of human cortical data18. To
simulate collinear facilitation, weak reciprocal excitatory connections were included among neighbouring neurons. To permit
dominance alternations, the excitatory neurons in both layers

(but not the inhibitory neurons) incorporated slow, hyperpolarizing currents to produce spike-rate adaptation19. Neural responses
were described by `spike-rate' equations developed elsewhere20,21(see
Methods). This model is similar to a recent model for V1 functional
connectivity22.
The model was simulated as a ring of T, S, IT and IS neurons
(n  136 each) spaced 0.5-mm apart. Time constants were chosen
so that the model would produce pattern superposition for the ®rst
150 ms of stimulation, thus replicating results on human rivalry23.
Once the S neurons were dominant, a local pulse to the suppressed T
neurons triggered a wave that spread at constant speed around the
ring (Fig. 3b). Simulations of the radial pattern without collinear
facilitation produced a dominance wave speed of 2.24 cm s-1.
Collinear facilitation was introduced for concentric patterns, and
this increased wave speed to 4.40 cm s-1. Spiral targets with signi®cantly reduced collinear facilitation produced a speed of
2.68 cm s-1. Furthermore, simulation of radial target patterns with
gaps showed that model dominance waves were blocked by a threecycle-wide gap but could jump a one-cycle gap. Thus, all simulation
results agree with our data.
This model goes beyond previous rivalry models24,25 by providing
a neural mechanism for dominance wave propagation and in
incorporating collinear facilitation, which has been shown to
enhance dominance16. For radial gratings, dominance wave propagation is generated by recurrent disinhibition with a spatial spread
approximating the distance between human ocular-dominance
columns18. It is known that single-layer recurrent inhibitory networks can support wave propagation5, so our network provides a
further mechanism for inhibitory wave propagation. To obtain the
twofold speed increase for collinear patterns in the model, it was
necessary to extend the spatial range of recurrent excitation to twice
that of the reciprocal inhibition; more localized recurrent excitation
produced much smaller speed increases as exempli®ed by the spiral
simulations. Context-dependent effects in V1 have been explained
by similar long-range collinear excitation22.
Our data clearly implicate a retinotopically organized visual area
as the site of dominance wave propagation. Our data, however, do
not rule out the involvement in rivalry of higher levels of the ventral
visual stream as suggested by several studies26±28. Human functional
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Figure 3 Neural model for dominance wave propagation. a, Units driven by the spiral (S)
or target (T) monocular pattern (radial, concentric, or spiral) generate mutual inhibition
driven by interneurons (grey circles IS and IT). The spatial spread of this inhibition produces
domninance wave propagation through recurrent disinhibition. Collinear facilitation
was simulated through recurrent excitation (dashed arrows). b, Dominance wave
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propagation generated by equations (2±4) (see Methods). Left, radial pattern dominance
has just been triggered locally by a contrast pulse at the arrow. After 400 ms (right) the
dominance wave has propagated over 40% of the annulus (arrows indicate propagation
direction).
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magnetic resonance imaging has revealed signatures of rivalry both
in V1 (ref. 29) and in the extrastriate fusiform face area30. One
possible resolution is that rivalry may be mediated by a complex
interplay involving several cortical areas. In this scheme rivalry
waves re¯ect activity propagation across V1, while more complex
stimulus28,30 or spatio-temporal conditions27 accentuate aspects of
rivalry dependent on higher cortical levels. In any case, our data
demonstrate that the site of dominance wave propagation is
retinotopically organized, has cortical magni®cation similar to
V1, and exhibits collinear facilitation.
Our technique for measuring the speed of dominance wave
propagation should prove useful in future studies of rivalry and
other dynamic cortical phenomena. For example, the technique
might be applied to behaving primates using spatial electrode
arrays either in V1 or higher centres where rivalry has been
reported. In addition, the enhanced speed of propagation along
collinear contours provides a window into cortical excitability, as
demonstrated by our model. It is tempting to suppose that
individual and age-related differences in rivalry alternation rates
may re¯ect differences in such collinear facilitation. These and
other possibilities can now be tested using dominance wave speed
as a sensitive probe.
M

Methods
Experiments
Four observers (one naive) participated in one or more of these experiments. Annular rival
patterns were generated on a 21-inch NEC monitor (1,024 ´ 768 resolution; 100 Hz frame
rate) controlled by a Power Macintosh computer. The two annular patterns, each 1.88 in
mean radius (except for the eccentricity experiments), were viewed through a mirror
stereoscope with the head stabilized by a chin and head rest. Width of the spiral annulus
was 0.938, while the gaussian half-width of the radial or concentric pattern annulus was
0.468. The spiral cosine pattern had a pitch angle of 458 for the high-contrast mask so as to
be at the same relative orientation with respect to both radial and concentric annular
patterns (Fig. 1a). (Spiral target patterns had a -458 pitch so as to be locally orthogonal to
the spiral mask.) Radial and concentric cosine grating contrast was adjusted for each
observer to a value at which the spiral (100% contrast) was completely dominant for most
of the viewing periodÐgrating contrast varied among observers from 15±25%.
During the experiment, observers maintained strict ®xation on the identical bull's-eye
fusion targets in the centre of the pattern. Once the low-contrast grating was completely
suppressed, the spiral alone being dominant, the observer depressed a switch. This
produced a 100-ms contrast increment in the suppressed grating at one of eight equally
spaced cardinal locations. The increment comprised a gaussian spatial envelope with halfwidth along the annulus of 18 arcmin; the magnitude of the contrast increment was 70%, a
value suf®cient to penetrate suppression locally on every trial. With ®xation always
maintained on the bull's-eye, the observer monitored the phenomenal status of the grating
region, demarcated by two nonius lines. Once that portion of the grating became
dominant, the observer released the switch, thereby recording transit time to the arrival
point. Trials were run in blocks of 32 with rest periods as needed.

Model
Model simulations were conducted in Matlab software on a Macintosh G4 computer using
a Runge±Kutta routine with constant step size (0.25 ms). The equations are20,21:
t
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where Tn is the ®ring rate of an excitatory neuron driven by the target stimulus, ISk and ITn
are ®ring rates of inhibitory neurons driven by the respective excitatory neurons, and HTn
is the spike frequency adaptation variable for Tn. The input P to each T neuron includes a
constant ET representing the stimulus strength, subtractive inhibition from a spatially
weighted sum of ISk cells (j  1:0 mm), and a term embodying collinear facilitation. The
900-ms time constant for the dH/dt equation is based on slow after-hyperpolarizing
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(AHP) potentials in human excitatory neurons19.
A comparable set of equations describes activity of S neurons driven by the spiral. For
concentric patterns, the collinear facilitation parameter g  0:04, but g  0 for radial
patterns. The intermediate case of spirals was approximated by g  0:02 and reducing the
spatial spread of excitation by half. Parameters were chosen to re¯ect available anatomical
and physiological data. Thus, the time constant for inhibitory neurons (described by a
linear equation for simplicity) was faster than that for excitatory cells, re¯ecting properties
of cortical fast-spiking neurons. In equation (2) P  max P; 0 so that negative inputs
drive the ®ring rate to zero. The maximum ®ring rate of the S and T neurons was chosen to
be 100 by convention, and the Naka±Rushton nonlinearity has been related to cortical
physiology elsewhere20,21. Effective stimulus strengths of the rivalling monocular patterns
were chosen to be ES  30 for the high contrast spiral grating and ET  24 for the lowercontrast target stimulus. Variations of these numbers changed wave propagation speed by
no more than 10%. Maximum strength of collinear excitation was constrained, using
standard analytical techniques, so there could be no uniformly excited equilibrium state in
the network20. Although our model is deterministic, addition of noise can easily generate a
gamma function distribution of intervals24.
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